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Abstract— In this paper a mixed vision-range based approach,
based on vision and laser range sensors technology, for safe
landing of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is proposed. The
guidance system allows a remote user to define target areas from
a high resolution aerial or satellite image to determine the
waypoints of the navigation trajectory or the landing area. The
helicopter is required to navigate from an initial to a final
position in a partially known environment, to locate a landing
area and to land on it. The system is based on our previous work
on UAV navigation and landing: a feature-based image matching
algorithm finds the natural landmarks and gives feedbacks to the
control system for autonomous navigation and landing. An
algorithm for safe landing areas detection and classification is
proposed, based on the use of 4D RGBD (Red, Green, Blue,
Distance) data analysis for terrain classification. Results of a real
scenario show the appropriateness of the approach that does not
require any artificial landmark (e.g., helipad) and is robust to
occlusions, light variations and high vibrations.
Index Terms—UAV, safe landing, vision, range data, terrain
classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

YPICAL missions of autonomous helicopters require
flying at low speed to follow a path or hovering near an
object or land in a certain place. Positioning equipments such
as Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) or Global Positioning
Systems (GPS) are well-suited for long range, low precision
helicopter flight and fall short for precise, close proximity
flight. Manoeuvring helicopters close to objects requires
accurate positioning in relation to the objects and also safe
landing require precise information about terrain. Visual and
range sensing are rich sources of data for this relative
feedback and low cost sensors are now available for this kind
of applications. In this paper we propose the use of both
Kinect technology and Laser Range Finder to robustly acquire
3D terrain data.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles constitute a research field that
has been extensively explored in the last decade [1, 2, 23-26].

In literature a wide range of studies on autonomous helicopters
has been reported: modelling and identification, simulation,
sensor integration, control design and fault diagnosis [2-3].
The use of computer vision as secondary or primary method
for autonomous helicopter control has been discussed
frequently in recent years, since classical combination of GPS
and Inertial Navigation System INS can not sustain
autonomous flight in any situation [4-5].
The degree of autonomy that a helicopter can achieve
depends on factors such as the ability to solve unexpected
critical situations, e.g., loss of GPS signal, and the ability to
interact with the environment, e.g., to use natural landmarks.
A vision-based solution for autonomous waypoint navigation
and safe landing on unstructured terrain represents a strong
improvement for both these abilities. Several techniques have
been implemented, decoupling the problem of locating and
tracking a high contrast well known landmark, e.g., a classical
helipad, that can be easily identified by standard image
processing techniques [6-8], from the problem of detecting
and avoiding natural obstacles, e.g., steep slopes and rocks, on
a landing area [9-11]. The dependence on fixed, artificial
landmarks and on optimal visibility conditions constitutes a
strong limit for visual-based navigation in real-environment
applications. In some works vision approaches based on
moment descriptors are used; they impose no constraints on
the design of the landing pad except that it should lie on a two
dimensional plane, but artificial landmarks composed by
polygons are indispensable [7]. Moreover the weakness of that
strategy appears in situation in which natural (e.g., due to
debris or leaves) or artificial (e.g., due to engine smoke)
occlusions can make the computation of moment descriptors
difficult. Some examples of more recent results in the field of
visual odometry can be found in [21-26].
In this paper a mixed vision-range based approach for
guidance and landing of an UAV is proposed. This paper is
the extension of our previous works on vision based safe
landing using optical flow and image classification [27]. Here
we add robust 3D data acquisition using both Kinect
technology, better described below, and Hokuyo Laser Range
Finder to robustly acquire and classify 3D terrain data for safe
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landing area detection.
In this previous work the general idea was to guide the
UAV using natural landmarks only, which can be selected
from aerial images of the operating area. Such images can be
already available before or just acquired during the flight. The
features extracted from the natural landmarks can be chosen as
navigation targets allowing a vision-based feature tracker to
compute the references for the flight control.
The landing task is managed by the vision system through
the localization of features geometry center of mass.
Appropriate feedbacks are given to the autonomous landing
control system. In case of landing task on unstructured areas,
the ground is analyzed to verify if the area is flat and proper
for landing, since Digital Elevation Map (DEM) resolution can
not guarantee the possibility to identify a flat and safe target
area.
In a preliminary stage, our studies focused on the problem
of natural landmark detection and recognition and safe landing
areas detection. The system described in [27] is based on
feature based surface reconstruction using the computation of
a plane extraction method and heuristic estimation of safe
landing area. This approach chooses features in the image that
are stable for large motions. Thus, a sparse set of confident
depth estimates is obtained. If the surface is considered quite
stable the area is used for the autonomous landing manoeuvre.
The present extension is focused on the ability to use not
only vision, because of the strong dependence from lighting
conditions and dynamic shadows, but also 3D sensing, to
obtain a more stable terrain classification and to be able to
better classify the appropriateness of the landing area.
Results show the quality of the mixed vision-range based
approach that is also robust to occlusions, light variations and
vibrations (strongly influencing the quality of depth images).
Test performed in a real scenario using a real helicopter are
presented.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 the
Helibot test bed is presented. In section 3 the vision-range
approach, a range-feature based terrain classificatory is
presented together with results, in the following section.
Finally in section 5 concluding remarks and directions for
future improvements are discussed.

sent using an advanced radio modem that transmits and
receives on the 868MHz band. Autonomous flight is achieved
using a hierarchical behavior-based control architecture,
discussed further in [17].
Algorithm testing was largely performed using a helpful
simulation framework developed by our research group. The
framework is provided with a customizable HELIBOT model,
allowing an easy switching from simulated to real tasks, see
Fig. 1. More information about the framework can be found in
[17].
The approach to the operating area is managed with the aid
of GPS information. The user gives to the system the
waypoints coordinates and the helicopter is autonomously
guided to the goal. Then the operating mode is switched and
vision system enters into the control loop. The user analyzes
an high resolution image of the area and select a target. The
system extract the appropriate features from the target image
to define a natural landmark and starts to search it in the
images sequence coming from the onboard camera. Once
features are detected and tracked, the system uses the image
location of these features to generate image-based velocity
references to the low level attitude and height controllers.
In the case of a programmed landing, the vision-based
controller pilots the helicopter over the landing area and
manages the landing. If the landing area is unknown, an
appropriate analysis is performed to select the nearest flat area
for a safe landing.
Fig. 1 in [27] shows the flying area in which experimental
tests have been carried out. Vision algorithm is described in
the next session.

II. THE HELIBOT TEST-BED
The experimental test-bed HELIBOT is a customized
Bergen Twin Observer. It is a twin-cylinder, gasoline-powered
radio-controlled model helicopter approximately 1,5 meters in
length and capable of lifting approximately 9 kg of payload.
Onboard avionics include a PC/104-based computer stack
running the QNX RTOS (800 MHz PIII CPU with 256 Mb
DRAM and 256 Mb flash disk), a GPS-41EBF3V receiver
with WAAS and EGNOS (available in Europe) corrections
and a Microstrain 3DM-GX1 Attitude Heading Reference
System (AHRS). The helicopter is also equipped with a
downward-pointing Nikon camera. The ground station is a
laptop that is used to send high level control commands to the
helicopter as well as displaying telemetry from it. Data are

Fig. 1 A sample scenario from simulation framework,
showing the HELIBOT vision system performing landing

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
To obtain a precise 3D sensing model we use both a Kinect
sensor and Hokuyo Laser Range Finder (LRF). Our goal is to
robustly acquire and classify 3D terrain data based on RGBD
pixel based data analysis.
Micorsoft Kinect is equipped with an infrared (IR) light
projector, a CMOS and a RGB camera. The IR infrared
patterns acquired from the CMOS camera are processed by a
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System-on-a-chip (SoC) to get depth data, with 640x480
resolution.
From depth map a 3D point cloud can be extracted. Every
pixel associated with depth information can be expressed in a
the CMOS coordinate frame, using the following:
x = depthmap(r,c)
y = (cx - c) x / fy
z = (cy – r) x / fx
(1)
In Eq. 1 r and c denote the pixel coordinates. X is associated
to the depth, therefore the x-axis points towards the camera
view. Kinect depth camera calibration provides other
parameters: cx and cy are the camera centre pixel coordinates,
fx and fy denote the focal distance in pixel.
Other sensors, like stereo and Time-of-Flight cameras can
provide depth (or disparity) data for 3D image reconstruction,
but the chosen method works also with bad lighting
conditions. While the technology is suitable for indoor
environment, in outdoor the Kinect technology is not robust
due to the use of IR; strong sun light bring to an obscuration
of the range sensing method and only vision data are available.
In our experience the Kinect is useful only when the helicopter
is close to the terrain (less than 1 meter).
To solve this strong limitation we added an Hokuyo LRF to
the acquisition platform of the helicopter. LRF and Kinect are
calibrated together to obtain an RGBD image suitable for
terrain classification.
RGBD data should be not completely covered in the D
dimension when the Kinect is not working (out of range) and
we only have LRF data that cover only a line of pixel. Also in
this case data are suitable for partial terrain classification.
3D image reconstruction should be invariant or partially
invariant to translation, rotation, scale, 3D camera view point
and outdoor illumination conditions. Furthermore, robustness
to image noise, occlusion (see example in Fig. 2), background
changes and clutter should be granted while maintaining near
real-time performance.
To solve all the discussed aspects an improved version of a
terrain classifier, based on our previous experience and
improved with 3D image technology, is used.
Surface reconstruction can be defined as the process of
inferring a mesh of interconnected points representing a threedimensional surface.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Typical occlusions caused by engine smoke; camera
is mounted on the bottom of the UAV and it points the terrain

The surface is often assumed to be rigid and fixed. Points
can be acquired using many types of sensors (e.g. rangefinder, stereo-vision). Computer vision systems generally wish
to use image sensors to infer the state of the world. As such,
we would like vision systems to be able to reconstruct objects
or environments from a sequence of pictures. Recently the
availability of low cost range-image sensors has introduced a
novel methodology to perform structure from motion
reconstruction.
In the UAV application presented in this paper we are only
interested in the reconstruction of the depth estimation using
stable point. In fact, due to vibrations and variables light
conditions the system is not able to have a stable frame by
frame depth reconstruction using depth data acquired as
described before. For this reason, here following, a mixed
feature based and range based depth perception, which will
allow safe autonomous landing is described.
We learn a parametric model of the saliencies distribution
by fitting a Gaussians mixture model (GMM) using the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm on a hand labeled
training data set. See [15] for practical details on the EM
algorithm.
In order to capture the variability of the terrain we ensure
that we have at least data from flat surfaces, rough bare
surfaces and short grass terrains; from thin branches and
power line wires; from dense and sparse tree canopy and
finally tall grass. We set at 10 cm in diameter the limit
between linear and surface structure for tree trunk and
branches. The labeling process is performed manually on the
RGBD data. The optimal number of Gaussians necessary to
capture the distribution without over-fitting the training data
set was evaluated experimentally. We fitted from one to ten
Gaussians per class model and compared the classification rate
with such model, using different test data set. We achieve the
best results with 4 Gaussians per class. We also confirmed the
correct convergence of the EM algorithm.
This labeling and model fitting is performed off-line and
only once for the test area. The final classifier is a binary
threshold on the flatnessk value, resulting from the GMM
classifier, which operates in the following way:

(2)

⎧ safe if < T
flatnessk = ⎨
⎩unsafe if ≥ T

The T threshold is calculated by another supervised training
phase, where a human operator classified a set of well known
images coupled with range data as safe or unsafe; this
procedure is simple and requires a little amount of time.
Also a simple plane extractor is computed to make the
approach more robust. If we know the location and boundary
of the ground plane then we can establish the position of our
vehicle and determine a structure of the world. For extracting
the ground plane, we applied a simple and effective algorithm
where a robust plane fit is determined from the 3D point
clouds given by Eq. (1), using RANSAC [24]. The percentage
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N of 3D points which are part of the flatness area, according to
Eq. (2) has been used for evaluation. A threshold of 5 cm has
been set. Areas are considered safe, if N is greater than 80%
and the variance of N among consecutives acquisitions is
below a predefined threshold (10%). Any points that are
beyond some distance threshold from the plane are classified
as outlying obstacles and assigned a probability value. This
leads to a “confidence” density map of where the landing
surface is in the 2D view of an image. This obstacle
probability is mixed with the above described T threshold by
confirming the safe state or not. If the safe state is not
confirmed the landing area is classified directly as unsafe.
Experiments using both computer simulated images and real
video images demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of
our method. These range images can be processed at 4 frames
per second. In the case of autonomous landing this is also the
frequency of the feedback input to the control system. The
software architecture is given in Fig. 6.
IV. RESULTS
A test in a real scenario using a dataset of recorded range
images was performed to evaluate the overall approach for
safe landing area classification system on the real UAV.
Sequences of safe landing area and not have been analyzed.
Here following two different cases of depth estimation and
surface classification are reported. In Fig. 3 two illustrative
sequences of images taken flying over a safe area measuring
only depth (Fig.3a) and extracting the safe are (Fig.3b yellow
region) are shown.
(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Example of safe area classification and detection.
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Fig. 5 Ground plane extraction (a) from 3D point cloud of
bushes using RANSAC. Corresponding depth map (b) and
RGB image (c) are also provided. The x-axis (red) points
toward the ground plane and represents the distance from the
camera.
Every pair of sequential images was analysed. A variance
analysis, as before described, of geometrical characteristics
was performed and a representative value for flatness
parameter computed. Results of classification are reported in
Table 1. We tested the proposed method in 10 different
landing areas of the “Gruppo Aeromodellistico Rio Ete” flying
area (see Fig. 1 in [27]), where it was allowed to fly with our
helicopter. Eight of them are unsafe areas characterized by tall
grass, bushes and trees. All areas were correctly classified and
a sub area suitable for landing was extracted in the last two
safe test cases of short grass, plain terrain, see Table 1.
We also tested the use of only LRF data and we were able,
adding Kinect, to correctly classify tall grass, which is
classified as safe if we use only LRF data.
The main issue is that depth data are available only when
the landing maneuver is started and the helicopter is at least at
a height of 5 meters. When we need Kinect data to have
reasonable classification performances we need to be close to
the terrain (less than 1 meter), increasing safe landing area
analysis.
Fig. 4 shows the ground plane extraction for a short grass
terrain using the RANSAC algorithm. The helicopter is at a
height of 0.7 m. The extracted ground plane equation is given
by:

(c)
RGB	
  View	
  

Fig. 4 Ground plane extraction (a) from 3D point cloud
using RANSAC for short grass terrain. Corresponding depth
map (b) and RGB image (c) are also provided. The x-axis

0.99 x + 0.05 y + 0.08 z = 0.72.

(3)

As can be seen from Eq. (3) the ground plane is
approximately parallel to the Kinect camera plane mounted on
the Helibot. Indeed the coefficients associated to the y and z
components are nearly zero.
A percentage corresponding to 99.42% of the 3D points is
within a region of space, between two planes, which are
parallel to the extracted ground plane reported in Eq. (3) and
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are distant 5cm from it. The percentage is above the desired
threshold N=80%, therefore the area can be considered as safe.
In Fig. 5 the helicopter is 1.1 m above bushes. The
RANSAC algorithm extracts two planes. A percentage
corresponding to 35.66% and 23.94% of the 3D points is
within a region of space, between two planes, which are
parallel to the extracted ground planes and are distant 5cm
from each of them. The most part of the points are distributed
outside the area defined from the threshold T=5cm, therefore
the area is detected as unsafe from the classification algorithm.

the detection of safe and unsafe areas from the same image.
Future work will also focus on improving the processing
time on reducing the classification error rate by dealing with
border effects and isolated range measurements. We will also
pay more attention to the formal numerical assessment of our
method and to the problem of target hidden in vegetation.
The applications of such a system are notable; from
exploration and rescue to target tracking and terrain data
acquisition.
Table 1 – Results of Terrain Classification
Terrain type
Short Grass
Short Grass
Tree trunk
Bushes
Bushes
Bushes
Artificial boxes
Tall Grass
Tall Grass
Three branches

N%
99.22
99.14
89.83
25.64
34.69
29.45
71.9
83.23
80.54
32.73

Var(N) %
1.09
1.2
26.86
12.7
20.12
18.73
38.79
15.67
19.45
29.33

Classification
Safe Landing
Safe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
Unsafe Landing
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